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The theory of the propagation of nonlinear magnetostatic surface r^7aves
(MSSW) in thin ferromagnetic fiLms is develop-d. Nernr results considering
the f ormation of MSSW pu1-se envel-ope soLitons, the propagation of nonlinear
MSSI{ in periodic structures that produces multistabl-e characteristics and
the diffraction of wave-guided optical frequency electromagnetic waves by
nonlinear MSSW, are presented. A discussion is also given of the potential
implied by these effects for the production of new noolirr".r microwave and
magneto-optic devices in solid state electronics.

It is now well-known that a new class
of solid state devices can be constructedlr2t
using magnetostatic r^raves (MSW) as their
basis. These r^7aves can propagate, for ex-
ample, in ferromagnetic materials in the
high frequency part of the microwave spec-
trum. The technology now exists for the
preparation of high qualiry rhin-filns of
yttrium-iron-garnet (yIG), a fact that per-
mits the construction of these devices in
micro-miniature form. Such yIG films also
have a very narrow ferromagnetic resonance

linewidth (O. I Oe). This is the main para-
meter that determines the damping of the
MSW so that its propagation distance is
quite large and is comparable with any de-
sired crystal size. There are many proposed

devicesl 12, based upon MSW but this paper

will consider the possible new appl_ications,
based upon nonlinear MSW, having first de-
veloped the general theory of nonLinear MSW

propagation in ferromagnetic thin films.
There are three types of MSW that can

propagate in thin ferromagnetic fihns, n€lme-
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ly forward volume, backward vol_ume and sur-
face magnetostatic r,raves. In this paper
attention will be focussed upon surface mag-

netostatic surface waves (MSSI^I) for use in
soLid-state devices, because their frequency
is higher than the frequency of volume waves,
and because the value of external magnetic
field defines the region of frequency space

in which they exist. In the first part we

derive the CW nonlinear dispersion equation
MSSW that may propagate in any direction
the plane containing the ferromagnetic

fi1m. It is shown that the sign of the non-
l-inear coefficient in this MSW dispersion
equation can change its value as the angle
between propagation direction and the applied
magnetic field is varied. It is also shown

that the second derivative of the group

velocity of the MSSW (group velocity disper-
sion) always has a permanent negative sign.
In the angle regime where the nonl_inear

coefficient is positive solitons ean exist.
The nonlinear Schr8dinger equation that
describes the propagation of envelope MSSI^I

of
of



solitons is derived and numerical estimates
are given that show that threshold energy
needed to generaLe first-order MSSW soLitons
is of the order of a few mW and that the so-
l-iton Length, in which a balance between

nonlinearity and dispersion is achieved, is
approximately 1 cm. for a yIG film of thick-
ness I 0 U and an applied magnetic field of
I koe. The propagation of nonlinear MSStrI

in a ferromagnetie fil_m with one periodic-
ally corrugated surface wiLl also be dis-
cussed. This periodic structure supports
magnetostatic waves that exhibit bistable
properties above a certain threshold power.

This is beeause the nonlinearity creates
changes in the propagation characteristics
of the MSSW that are refl_ected and trans-
nitted through the periodic structure.
These changes can create multistable states
of the propagating waves and the dependence

of the output por,rer on the input power of
the wave for this structure displ_ays hyster-
esis. As an example a nonlinear Fabry-perot

resonator is exaurined in detail. The value
of the power threshold for the onset of
mul-tistability depends upon the value of the
smal1 parameter characterising the periodic
structure. It can be chosen to be suffic-
iently sma1l that the value of the power

threshold will be less than needed for the
creation of MSSW solitons. It is estimated
that this effect can occur for very small
val-ues of the MSSW power.

The finaL part of this paper concerns the
problem of diffraction of guided el_ectro-
magnetic wa\res by the nonlinear MSSI^I. There
is, in this case, a magneto-optic interaction
in which the diel-ectric permeability tensor
of the ferromagnet has off-diagonal terms
that depend upon the power of magnetostatic
rrave. It is shown that strong coupling
between the propagating and diffracted modes

exists both through magneto-optical_ effects

of the first kind (Faraday effect) and the

second kind (Cotton-Mouton effects). The

coupl-ing coefficient between TE and TM modes

propagating in the ferromagnetic fiLm hTave_

guide is derived and rhe additional diff-
raetion inrroduced by the nonlinearity of
the MSSW is presented. For ylG-films doped
by ions of Bi (which permits the Faraday
eff ect), and f or and MSSI{ power level of a

few microwatts, the magnitude of the mode

conversion may reaeh 5OZ.

A discussion is presented concerning
the potential these effects have for the
prod.uction of new nonlinear microwave and
magneto-optic devices. They can obviously
be used for eonstrueting convolvers, nonlin_
ear magneto-optic modulators, deflectors and
tunable filters. In comparison with linear
devices, however, they have a big advantage
because their properties can be controlled
by changing the power level of the wave.
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